ART AND NATURE AT PIANPICOLLO SELVATICO
TRAVEL PROGRAM from 3rd to 6th October 2019
Thursday 3rd October
Arrival in Pianpicollo in the afternoon and accommodation in the room.
Then there will be a welcome dinner with Alice Benessia and the artist Attila Faravelli.
Friday 4th October
In the morning:
In the afternoon:

In the evening:

Introducing the artist and activities, followed by a walk and a sound
exploration around Pianpicollo.
Shared listening workshop of the sounds recorded during the morning
activity, followed by reflection and discussion on the different possible ways
of listening in our everyday life.
Turning on of the historic Langa stone oven and preparation of the pizza to be
shared.

Sabato 5 Ottobre
In the morning:

In the afternoon:

In the evening:

Attila Faravelli introduces his project Aural Tools. These simple tools,
designed and created by the artist, will be distributed to participants and
used by them to explore the small architectural structure of the church of
Santa Lucia and the places adjacent to it, where they will arrive with a short
and pleasant walk (3 km).
Picnic with a selection of typical food products from Alta Langa at the
environmental installation Vitalba Deck created by the artists Andrea Caretto
and Raffaella Spagna.
Shared listening workshop of the sounds recorded during the morning
activity, followed by reflection on the relationship between sound, space and
body.
Dinner at a local restaurant (optional).

Domenica 6 Ottobre
In the morning:

Final considerations with the artists, evaluation of the experience and leisure
time to spend in nature.
Leaving after joint lunch.

* There may be some limited changes from what has been indicated for a better success of the
course or adaptations to the needs of the participants.
** We recommend comfortable clothing and shoes suitable for walking on lawns and paths.

SERVICES INCLUDED
- Accommodation in single, double or triple room
- Breakfast, lunch and dinner
- Material for the workshop
SERVICES EXCLUDED
- Travel to reach Pinapicollo
- Possible dinner at a local restaurant

